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Wally Lindenmuth

December 21, 2014
Well I know it has been a busy year and it now is coming to an end. We lost some great folks this year; Harry
Williams and Delores Swain and they both will be greatly missed.
I know we had a number of folks that have hit the tracks this past year. Someone even bought a racecar to
use at the track. We had people attend DE’s at Barber, NOLA, Road Atlanta, Talladega Grand Prix raceway and
I even went out to Hallett Raceway in Oklahoma.
We had a great turn out for our Christmas Luncheon at the Grand Hotel in Point Clear, AL. I think I counted
over 35 folks who came out and enjoyed a nice meal and some nice prizes that were given away. If the
membership wants to do this again next year let us know and we will get it set up.
We had a good Autocross in Robertsdale, AL on November 15; we even had a car show up from Canada who
kicked everyone’s behind. I have requested the following dates for next year: Feb. 14, April 18, Sept. 19, and
Nov 14th. These will be in Robertsdale, AL. We are also going to try and have an Autocross a Pace High School
in March of 2015, so put these dates on your 2015 calendar.
A few of us are going to the Rolex 24 at Daytona Jan 23, 24, & 25 for the twenty-four hour race, which Porsche
seems to win every year. It is becoming a very popular event and you need to get your tickets early since the
good spots sell out early. Entrance into the Porsche Coral is limited and you need to get your entry in by
August.
The 2015 Porsche Parade will be in French Lick, Indiana. Dates are June 21 thru June 27, 2015 so put those
dates on your calendars. French Lick is only about 650 miles from the Gulf Coast so we should have a good
turn out from Sonnenschein Region. I would like to have a get together in February to help folks know how to
sign up for Parade and the events. They are a lot of fun and you get to meet some interesting folks.
I hope everyone had a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
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Sonnenschein Autocross results from November 15 at Robertsdale, AL
I was hoping a few more cars would come out as the weather turned out great; it was a little cool early but
warmed up nicely. Bob Clements helped me lay out a very difficult course that had people trying to find out
which way to turn but I think everyone managed to find their way around. We had a guest from the far north
who showed us how to get around the course: Bruce Fortier is a winter visitor down here on the Gulf Coast
from Canada. He showed us what they do in Canada for fun and set fast time of the day in his well set-up
Mazda MX5 with a time of 61.37 sec. No one could come close to him and thanks for coming out Bruce.
Fastest times of the day are listed.
Results:

1. Bruce Fortier 2008 Mazda MX5

61.37 sec

2. Wally Lindenmuth 1973 911T

62.29 sec

3. Pablo Concepcion 1996 993

62.61 sec

4. Roger Gilmore 2013 Boxster S

63.27 sec

5. Bill Blair 2015 WRX STI

63.59 sec

6. Bob Langham 2012 Cayman R

64.30 sec

7. Bob Clemons 1980 911

65.39 sec

8. Pete Mellin 2014 991

65.57 sec

9. Kathy Morey 2014 Boxster S

65.78 sec

10. Richard Birge 1984 911

65.84 sec

11. Matt Gidley 2007 Boxster S

67.98 sec

12. James Arruda 2015 VW GT I

69.73 sec

13. Margie Crittenden 2006 Mustang GT 78.26 sec
I want to thank everyone for helping out. Steve Pearce came over and did our timing.
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Sonnenschein Christmas Luncheon at the Grand Hotel
Editor

The Club had our Christmas luncheon and get together Saturday afternoon 20 December and there were forty
people that attended the festivities at the historic Grand Hotel at Point Clear, Alabama. Although it was a
cloudy day with some drizzle in the air, inside the Grand it was indeed a grand affair! We had an outstanding
lunch buffet with a multitude of delectable culinary treats put out by the Grand staff, followed by drawings for
some door prizes put out by the Club. As an additional surprise from Santa Claus (AKA the Sonnenschein
Board), the Club announced it would pick up the lunch tab for both members AND their guests. The door
prizes were equally generous: Four retro-looking Porsche posters, four $25 gift cards, two $50 gift cards, and
one grand prize of a $100 gift card. A good time was had by all and looking forward to our next gathering!
Below are some photos:

The Pensacola region caravan folks have arrived in the Grand Hotel parking area.
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Above 3 photos: Good times in a “Grand” setting!

One of Pablo and Maria (seated to the left) Concepcion’s daughters was Wally’s helper in drawing the winning tickets.
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Roger Swain is one of the big winners of the day, here getting his gift card from Wally.

That’s Dennis Welter and another happy gift card winner!
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Carlton Bellcase is another lucky gift card winner!

Roads, Leaves, and Rocks
Pete Mellin

In early November Patsy and I headed north to look at fall leaves. We had been tracking Peak and Past Peak
foliage areas, and figured our timing was right to see some good colors. Our trip was that and more, because
what we had not expected were the delightful roads we found along the way, and some amazing rocks at
journey's end.
Our story starts with us heading towards northeastern Alabama (DeSoto State Park near Fort Payne) and
Chattanooga. We took I-65 to Montgomery, then I-85 to Exit 6, then US 231 to AL 9. That route took us right
past Jack Ingram Porsche in Montgomery (5 minutes off I-85), which is a nice place to stop in and say hi.
Route 9 runs from Montgomery to just south of Fort Payne, where you can pick up AL 35. The surface is
smooth and the traffic nearly nonexistent. Speed limit is 55, and we were often below that to afford better
sightseeing along the route. It was a leisurely drive and we easily reached Fort Payne and fall foliage in the
daylight. There are good sports car roads in the Fort Payne area, such as the Lookout Mountain Parkway. As
on Routes 9 and 35, our sightseeing usually kept us well below the speed limit. Fortunately there are plenty of
pullovers, so we could let more urgent traffic pass.
Just south of Desoto State Park is the Little River Canyon National Preserve, the deepest canyon east of the
Mississippi River, according to their literature. Route 176 (off of Route 35) travels along the northwestern
edge of the canyon, and reminded me of Tail of the Dragon, except it had colored leaves and lots of scenic
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overlooks on the canyon side. We drove down it (about 12 miles), and then turned around to retrace our
steps, and it was just as enjoyable the second time.
After hiking all over DeSoto, we headed north towards Chattanooga, using Route 11. Very nice. From there we
found ourselves on the northern end of Lookout Mountain, which held several firsts for me.
The first “first” was Ruby Falls, a 145-foot waterfall about one-half mile back into a cave that is 400 feet
underground. The tour is well done, and the short hike is worth doing.
My next first was Rock City, which is just around the corner of Lookout Mountain from Ruby Falls. You
Southerners probably know all about it, but for this Yankee, I thought Rock City was a town somewhere in
America that painted "See Rock City" on nearly every barn in the country. Now that I know the story, it goes
something like this: In the 1930's the owner of an estate in the Rock City area [Rock City is a destination (like a
park) in the town of Lookout Mountain, Georgia.] decided to open his rock gardens to the public and charge
admission. For advertising, he hired an artist and told him to paint See Rock City on barns from Texas to
Michigan and all points east. As you may have noticed, the artist did not miss many barns. So we spent two
hours walking through Rock City, which is an amazing rock garden consisting of walkways over, around, and
through lots of huge boulders. It also contains several waterfalls and great views of Chattanooga. Roads in this
area of the mountain are all worth driving, and even the road leading down Lookout Mountain into
Chattanooga contained some great views. Our next destination was Atlanta. Unfortunately that required using
I-24, which is where our good roads ended.
Here are some photos:

Is this not the epitome of a Porsche road?? Wish I was there now with a full tank…
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Little River Canyon National Preserve

The view from Lookout Mountain
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2015 CAYENNE UNVEILING AT DEAN McCRARY PORSCHE
Roger Gilmore

About half a dozen fellow club members met up on a sunny Saturday morning on November 22 for a pleasant
drive to Mobile for the unveiling of the 2015 Cayenne at Dean McCrary Porsche. There was an excellent
catered buffet breakfast & lunch made available for us, and we took full advantage of the offerings! I had
some outstanding crab cakes, Gouda grits, and white etoufee…some fine gourmet eating! Wally was there,
along with other club members Keith Boring, Carlton Bellcase, Pete and Sharon Congiundi, and Bob Clemons.
After our bellies were filled, we had some time to chat with the staff before the Cayenne was revealed. The
time came for the cape to be pulled, and underneath was a beautiful, all-black, Cayenne Turbo. Quite a mean
machine! The front brake calipers are truly massive, and a few of us were wishfully thinking of how to get that
setup on a track car! The twin-turbocharged 4.8-liter V-8 now makes 520 hp—20 hp more than before. As a
result, it now only takes 4.5 seconds to get 60 mph. Not bad for about 5200 pounds! Top speed is 174 MPH.
Handling is heavenly, too, thanks to an adjustable suspension system, an informative steering setup, and
exceptional braking performance. An eight-speed automatic is standard; so is all-wheel drive.
Here are some photos:

Pete, Wally, and Keith in the buffet line
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Above: Covered and Viola!; impressive front brake calipers
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ROAD ATLANTA DE WITH PEACHSTATE PCA
Wally Lindenmuth

It is the end of October and the DE season is just about over. Peachstate region sponsors the last PCA event at
Road Atlanta for the year, which I, along with about 180 other drivers, was scheduled to attend. I like this
event because it is somewhat cooler this time of the year.
Shadow (our toy Poodle) and I headed to Atlanta and after a nice breakfast. I was hoping I could get through
town before the afternoon parking lot on I85 North but I didn’t make it. There was an accident on I85 south of
town that slowed things up a little. I think the only way to miss the Friday afternoon traffic in Atlanta is to go
the night before. Saturday the sun rose over a cool and damp track with dew on the kudzu and gators.
(Gators are the track corner rumble strips; see red/white-striped area in below photo…Ed)

I was first in line on the grid for group 3 so I led the group around the track under the yellow flag to allow tires
to warm up a little before they cut us loose. I came down to the start finish line after one lap and they still had
the yellow flag out at the start finish, then when I got to turn one the black flag was waving. I continued up
the hill and stopped then we went around slowly to the pit road. Someone had managed to lose it in turn 5
and ended up in the tire wall. Those damp gators do bite if you get on them. We restarted after they cleaned
up the off track car and we had a nice session. I had learned to take the downhill turn 12 somewhat faster the
last time I was at Road Atlanta, so this time I was going to try and flatfoot it down the hill. I got to the point
that I was taking it much faster but not totally flat footing down the hill but close. That wall at the bottom of
the hill still makes it somewhat uneasy.
During one of the later sessions of the day I came through turn five and I pulled over to the right to let another
car pass me on the left. Well just over the top of the rise going to turn 6 was a 944 sitting just off to the right
of the track not totally off the track but off the racing line. It did get my attention. I talked to the some of the
corner workers later at the social the Club put on, and where the car was sitting the corner 5 workers could
not see it. The corner 6 workers radioed to them and they put out the caution flag to warn the following cars.
Sunday dawned a little warmer but you still have to watch out for the wet gators. Groups 5, 4 & 3 run first
thing Sunday morning due to noise limitations for folks that attend church in the local area. So Groups 1 & 2
ran during these hours. It warmed up by the afternoon when I got my second run of the day and it was nice
and not very many problems. Road Atlanta has a long back straight with only two slight turns that you take
flat out (as fast as the car can go) then dive down the hill to turns 10A and 10B then up and under the bridge is
turn 11 then down the hill to 12 when you come under the bridge: It is blind and you have to have some
reference points to aim the car at and hope you did it correctly.
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I missed the last session on Sunday afternoon so that I could hopefully get back through Atlanta before the
traffic got too bad. The other member of Sonnenschein region that was there was Carlton Bellcase from
Mobile with his very fast Cayman S which he runs at Barber and Road Atlanta. He told me he does about 8
DE’s a year; he was going to sign up for the December Barber event which the entries opened on October 28,
2014. Hope it doesn’t snow at Barber like it did a few years ago.

BARBER MOTORSPORTS PARK DE WITH REZOOM MOTORSPORTS
Roger Gilmore

I left Pace (Florida) Friday afternoon for the ride up to Birmingham for a weekend DE with Rezoom
Motorsports on November 1 & 2. The trip up was uneventful. I got trackside for the tech inspection and to
drop the car off and also met up with fellow Club members Pablo Concepcion and Pete Congiundi. I got some
dinner and then went back to the hotel whereupon it started to rain and became quite windy. Not very
pleasant and it had me concerned about the weekend weather. The rain didn’t last, though, and Saturday
morning came with it being cool, cloudy, and windy. The Saturday run sessions went without a hitch and all
went smoothly. Friday’s rain meant that a cold front was coming through, and boy did it arrive by Sunday
morning! Woke up to a temperature of 28 degrees, which is a tad chilly for me! Note the windshield ice on
the photo below. However, it was a sunny day and quickly warmed up and became quite beautiful. Perfect
weather day for the track! This was my first time with Rezoom and it was a great weekend: Well organized,
relatively small run groups, and a nice low-key atmosphere. I’ll be going back for their spring weekend!
Some photos:

Getting ready to hit the road
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Above: Very cool & well-sorted former Cup car (now modified further)

Above: That is one fine looking cockpit!
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Above: Sunday morning 0730 and 28 degrees. Yes, that is a thick layer of frost & ice.

The Steering Wheel of the Porsche 919 Hybrid
Editor

And you thought it was hard to operate your steering wheel audio, phone, and cruise control functions!
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Setting the direction is the most trivial task of the steering wheel in the Porsche 919 Hybrid. The drivers of the
Class 1 Le Mans prototypes in the FIA World Endurance Championship (WEC) have a computer in their hands.
Although it is called a steering wheel, it is not round but a flat rectangle. The shape is due to the space
required during driver changes. Tall drivers, such as Mark Webber or Brendon Hartley in particular, would
otherwise have a difficult time getting in and out of the vehicle quickly. There is a large display in the center,
which displays a multitude of information to the driver. This includes speed, what gear is engaged, the
currently selected motor management, and the charge status of the lithium ion battery, which states how
much electrical energy is available to be called up to drive the front axle. The electric motor on the front axle
supplements the turbocharged two liter four cylinder combustion motor, which powers the rear wheels.
Starting with the scroll wheel button at the top left, that's used to select the displayed information of the
digital screen, while the scroll wheel on the top right sets the speed of the windshield wipers. Confused
already? Well, there are 22 more buttons to go!
Moving on to the scroll wheel on the left grip handle, that's used to increase or decrease the volume of the
team’s radio, while the right grip handle's rotary control is used to set the brightness of the display, a feature
that's necessary especially during nighttime driving.
All nice and tidy then, but the most frequently used buttons are those positioned along the top outside edge
to be easily reached with the thumbs. The blue button at the top right is the headlamp flasher, used by fast
prototypes to warn the slower vehicles on the track before they are lapped. As for the red button at the top
left of the steering wheel, that one demands electrical power from the 919's battery.
Further inside on the right and left sides of the wheel are what Porsche calls plus and minus switches. The two
adjust the aggressiveness of the traction control for the front and rear axles, but also distribute brake balance
between the axles. The yellow, blue and pink buttons are not used quite as frequently.
It's redundant to explain what the DRNK, WASH, PIT and N (neutral) buttons do, so let's get on with it and
focus on the top center. Here you'll find green buttons for radio communication on the left as well as the OK
button on the right. The latter is used to confirm the driver has performed a setting change, which was
requested by their Porsche Team via the pit radio.
The two rotary switches called “Multi” complement each other and are used to program the engine or fuel
management through combinations such as A2 or B3. Three other rotary switches are also there and they're
used to pre-select the brake balance, set the traction control according to weather conditions, while the last is
used to mange the hybrid strategy.
Then there are the six flappy paddles. On the reverse side of the wheel you'll first find the center-mounted
paddles. These are used for changing gears - pull the right to upshift and the left to downshift, just like you do
with a 911's PDK dual-clutch gearbox. And now comes the tricky part. The lower paddles behind the steering
wheel operate the clutch and their function is identical on either side. Depending on whether the driver just
entered a right or left curve, he decides which paddle is easier for him to operate. Then there's the paddle at
the top left which operates the boost, while the one on the upper right side initiates manual energy
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recuperation. This feels like a slightly engaged hand brake and supplies the battery pack with zap gained from
kinetic energy.
With this being said, if you complain too much about the buttons on the steering wheel of passenger cars
being unfathomable and an eyesore then you might want to reconsider your position. After all, setting the
audio system's volume or skipping through your MP3 library isn't as hard as the fingertip ballet endurance
drivers have to perform with the Porsche 919 Hybrid, all while racing at mind-bending speeds.
I’ve included some great recent 919 race photos in the Your P4 section, at the end of the Newsletter.

* KENT BREWER – FAIRHOPE, AL 1996 911 CARRERA CABRIOLET
* MURIEL GATLIN – OCEAN SPRINGS, MS 2005 BOXSTER S
* KEVIN MCCAIG – BALDWIN, MD 1993 968
* JON DAWSON – MILTON, FL 1974 914
* MARTIN GRIFFITH – PENSACOLA, FL 1990 911 CARRERA
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WITH PRIZES!!

Ferdinand Porsche Sr. (left) and his son, Dr. Ferdinand Anton Ernst “Ferry” Porsche, age 28, in 1937

HERE’S THE DEAL (and see Rules & Regulations below for more details): The FIRST* person to email me
(Roger Gilmore, ryc940@gmail.com) with the correct answer will have their choice of 1 of 2 prizes: $25 cash,
or TWO free passes to the Club’s Autocrosses. (*See Rules & Regulations below.)

***IMPORTANT RULES CHANGE***
Since I did not receive even ONE response for the inaugural Trivia Question in November’s issue, I have
removed the online search restrictions. You can use ANY source that you wish to answer the question.
Now THAT makes it EASY!!

ROLLOVER!!

Since there was no correct answer to November’s question, the prizes roll over with your

choice of either $50 cash or 4 free Autocross passes (that’s a whole years worth!!). I am NOT going to give
the answer to November’s Question, as I may RECYCLE it in a future issue. 
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THIS MONTH’S QUESTION

And here’s another EASY one!

Why is Porsche’s 2 seat convertible sports car called the “Boxster”?
(Hint: To ensure you get credit, be very specific about the derivation of the name!)

Rules & Regulations
1. How to Play: Email your answer to the Trivia Question to the Sonnenschein Porsche Club of America (PCA) Newsletter Editor at
ryc940@gmail.com. You may use any search or research tool to find the answer to the Trivia Question.
2. Prizes: There will be only one correct entry per Trivia Question. The winner will have the choice between $25 cash delivered via
check from Sonnenschein PCA, or two free passes to a Sonnenschein PCA Autocross, which will be valid for one year from the month
of issue and will NOT be transferrable to another person. The chosen prize will be mailed to the winner.
3. Eligibility: Contest is open to all current members in good standing of Sonnenschein PCA. Participants must be 18 years of age
or older. Sonnenschein PCA Board Members and their immediate family members are NOT eligible to participate.
4. Entry Deadline: All entries will be considered up until publication of the subsequent Newsletter issue, or until a winner is
announced.
5. Selection of Winner: The FIRST entry received that is correct will be the winner. If more than one correct entry is received
within a 24-hour period of the first correct entry, a drawing will be held by the Newsletter Editor to determine the winner.
Some answers may be subjective in nature and the Newsletter Editor will be the sole judge in determining the correct entry, if any.
If no correct entries are received prior to publication of the subsequent Newsletter edition, the prizes will be rolled over to the next
Trivia Question. The winner will be recognized by a general information email sent to Sonnenschein PCA members and in the
subsequent months Newsletter, along with the correct answer.
6. General Terms: Void where prohibited or restricted by law. Sonnenschein PCA is the sponsor of this contest. By participating in
the contest, entrants agree to comply with these official rules, the sponsor’s interpretation of them and the decisions made by the
sponsor in matters relating to the contest.
Sonnenschein PCA is not responsible for incomplete, lost, stolen, unclear, misdirected or late entries. Any applicable taxes are the
sole responsibility of the winner. Sonnenschein PCA reserves the right in its sole discretion to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend
the contest. Entrants agree to indemnify and hold harmless the sponsor from any and all liability resulting or arising from the
contest, to release all rights to bring any claim, action or proceeding against the sponsor, and hereby acknowledge that the sponsor
has neither made nor is in any manner responsible or liable for any warranty, representation or guarantee, express or implied, in
fact or in law, relative to the prize.
7. Ownership of Entries: All entries become the property of Sonnenschein PCA and will not be returned. Each contest entrant
consents to the use of his or her name, voice, statements and trivia answers, or any portion thereof, in connection with the contest,
and in any and all media and manner, now or hereafter known, in perpetuity without compensation.
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(THE TECHNICAL NOTES…)

THIS ISSUE: GAS
(From your Editor)
AND A GUEST SUBMISSION:

“IN A CLUTCH”

Much like motor oil that we discussed in the last issue, gasoline (or petrol if you’re from across the pond) is a
deceptively complex liquid. I’m sure we all pump this in our vehicles without a second thought about what it
actually is. We’ll explore some its properties in this issue.
Gasoline is a very complex mixture of both organic compounds and specific additives. The organic compounds
come from the fractional distillation of crude oil, and the typical 42 gallon barrel of crude oil will yield about 19
gallons of gasoline. Most of the additives perform 4 functions: Adjusting the octane rating, fuel system
cleaning, reduction of internal engine carbon build-up, and adding stability.
OCTANE: Octanes are a family of hydrocarbons that are typical components of gasoline. They are colorless
liquids that boil around 260 degrees F. One member of the octane family- isooctane- is used as a reference
standard to benchmark the resistance of gasoline fuels for self-ignition (or “knocking”; more on that in a
moment). As its name implies, octane is composed of 8 carbon atoms. Other common hydrocarbons, some of
which are used in making gasoline, are heptane (7 carbon atoms) and hexane (6 carbons). You’ve heard of
propane (3 carbons), butane (4 carbons), and methane (1 carbon).
OCTANE RATING: Ever wonder where those numbers at the gas pump for regular, mid, and premium gas
22

come from? Read on…

In the early days of motoring, a salesman peddling wares to a fuel supplier would adjust his Model T Ford's
spark advance lever until the engine was pinging like crazy. Then he'd sprinkle a mysterious liquid on his tie,
wave the tie past the Model T's carburetor intake—and the pinging would instantly diminish.
Don't try this at home; he was a professional—and the mysterious stuff was tetraethyl lead (TEL). TEL was the
world's best anti-knock additive. But it's also extremely toxic and is no longer used to prevent knock in
automotive engines. For those old enough to remember (and yes, I’m one of those!), you would often see
“Ethyl” advertised on the gas pump as an indication it was “High-Test” or premium grade gas. That “Ethyl”
was from TEL being in the gas. Factoid: In 1924, a spate of lead poisoning and subsequent insanity among
chemical workers led to TEL-treated fuels being called "loony gas." It can also be noted that TEL's phase-out in
the 1970s was not directly focused on health concerns, but rather on its poisoning of catalytic converters.
Knock, also known as detonation or self-ignition and, in its lesser form as ping, is uncontrolled combustion
occurring ahead of the sparkplug-initiated flame front. Trace ping is annoying rather than harmful; heavy
knock, especially at high revs, can quickly destroy a piston. These days, our engines' electronic control units
select optimal ignition timing. What's more, modern engines have knock sensors listening for incipient ping. If
detected, they dial back ever so slightly on ignition timing to eliminate it even before it's audible to the likes of
us.
If you're using the fuel recommended by the automaker, that knock sensor rarely has anything to detect. As
previously mentioned, a gasoline's octane rating is a measure of its resistance to knock as compared to a
standard reference scale: Isooctane is rated at 100 and heptane is 0. The most common type of octane rating
worldwide is the Research Octane Number (RON). Running fuel in a test engine with a variable compression
ratio under controlled conditions, and comparing the results with those for mixtures of isooctane and heptane
determine RON. This is the number you will see on the pump in most countries, including Europe.
However, in some countries, mainly the US, Canada, and Brazil, a slightly different calculation is used and
called the Anti-Knock Index (AKI) or “R + M / 2” method, which is what you’ll see on the pump. This is an
average of the RON (the “R” in R + M / 2) and another measurement called the Motor Octane Number (MON
and the “M” in R + M / 2), which is determined by running a test engine under somewhat different conditions
than the RON method. The MON measurement yields a lower octane rating; so the octane rating you see on a
pump in the US is 4 to 6 points lower than what you would find in Europe. As examples, widely available in
Germany are Super (95 RON, our pump octane rating 90); Super Plus (98 RON, our pump octane rating 93);
and even Shell V-Power (100 RON, our pump octane rating around 96). As another point of comparison, diesel
fuel has a RON of only 15-25.
So, which gas to choose? The simplest answer of which fuel to use is to follow automaker advice contained in
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your cars owner’s manual. This might be given as a requirement or merely as a recommendation, which might
be qualified by a statement along the lines of "lower octane may yield reduced performance or inferior mpg."
The reason for this has nothing to do with energy content. In fact, depending on its blending, a premium fuel
may actually contain less energy per unit volume than regular. However, its potential for producing more
power and enhanced mpg goes back to that knock sensor. If premium is recommended, this is the engine's
optimal fuel. It will run on regular—although with the knock sensor causing ignition timing that's less than that
associated with optimal engine torque. And with less than best torque, there'll be less performance and a
mpg hit.
ETHANOL: Yes, this is the same alcohol that we consume in a variety of spirits . But why use it blended with
gasoline for fuel? In the US, there are two blended types: E85, which is 85% ethanol and 15% gasoline, and
the more standard pump gas E10 which is 10% ethanol (also known as “gasohol”). Some vehicles are labeled
as “Flex Fuel” vehicles, meaning they can use either E10 or E85. The first important point is that ethanol has a
high octane rating with an AKI of about 99, which is considerably higher than standard gasoline. The second
point is fairly obvious: Adding ethanol reduces the amount of petroleum based gasoline used, which can have
clear strategic advantages for some countries, including the US. The United States fuel ethanol industry is
based largely on corn. According to the Renewable Fuels Association, as of 2007, 131 ethanol bio-refineries in
the United States have the capacity to produce 7.0 billion US gallons of ethanol per year. Over time, it is
believed that a significant portion of the 150 billion US gallons per year market for gasoline will be augmented
with fuel ethanol.

Like most things, ethanol has advantages and disadvantages. Here are some:
Advantages:
1. The higher octane rating as noted above. E85 has an octane rating (US; R+M/2 method) of 96.
2. Ethanol contains 35% oxygen, which allows for more complete fuel combustion. This helps in reducing
harmful tailpipe emissions. It also displaces the use of toxic gasoline components such as benzene, which is a
carcinogen.
3. It comes from a renewable source (corn in the US) and thus it reduces CO2 emissions by 34% compared to
gasoline.
Disadvantages:
1. Ethanol has LESS energy density compared to gasoline. A recent test using a Chevy Tahoe with a Flex Fuel
5.3 liter V8 engine resulted in 26% worse mileage using E85.
2. Water and ethanol mix together very nicely, which can be a problem in a car’s fuel system if using E85
without necessary safeguards. Flex Fuel vehicles are designed to handle this.
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IN A CLUTCH
Richard Birge

A beginner’s adventures in clutch cable replacement and adjustment
The clutch on my 1984 Carrera was very difficult to depress and modulate. As this is my first Porsche, I wasn’t
sure whether this was normal or not. Reading about it on the forums, I got the impression that a Porsche
clutch shouldn’t be any more difficult to operate than a clutch in any other car. Advice from the Internet said
that the place to start was by doing the cheap things first. For example, don’t start with a clutch replacement,
because often a simple clutch cable replacement would do the trick. Online the cable was available for only
$21, so that seemed like a good first step.
I have the Bentley Manual and 101 Projects for Your 911. I suggest that you read them for complete
instructions, but these additional notes from my experience cover some things that they didn’t explain so well.
Armed with new set of digital calipers and a metric feeler gauge, I started in on the project. The first day came
to a complete halt when I was unable to disconnect the forward cable end at the pedal box. All the
information I had said, “It’s tight, but you can get it off.” Well I sure didn’t have any luck. I couldn’t even see
the cable end.
After a few days, I went back at it with the idea of trying to come at things from the transmission end. First I

loosened the nuts that hold the cable in the bracket on the transmission. Next I was able to slip the hook end
off of the throw-out arm. As you can see, it slips off sideways.
The spring on the clutch pedal pulled the cable forward, making the clevis end much more visible. I also found
that by unbolting the gas pedal and getting it out of the way, I had pretty decent access to the whole clevis
and retaining pin assembly. Fifteen minutes later I was disconnected and ready to pull the cable out. I tried to
tie a piece of line to the cable end in hopes that it would help install the new one. One other advantage of
using the string is that you should get a better idea of how the cable was originally routed. Of course halfway
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out, the knot in the string hung up, and if I had had an assistant we might have been able to work it free.
Instead I just pulled and lost the string. Oh well.
I then ran the new cable, routing it the way I believed the original one had been. I couldn’t see the hole where
the cable passed through into the cabin. I pulled the rubber boot for the throttle cable back and out of the
way, and there was the clutch bulkhead tube. Pushing the new cable in was easy, and the oh-so-important
step of seating the cable guide onto the tube was easy as well. I felt it was worth the effort to get the throttle
cable boot back on to have a good visual on the bulkhead tube. I believe that the routing of the cable had
been wrong before, as I ended up running it above the oil cooler line and the throttle linkage, which gave it a
much smoother lead.

Back at the pedal box end, I was able to feel around and find the cable end. There is also an opening on top of
the tunnel that will aid in finding the cable end. Pull back the carpet forward of the shift lever and you can
reach down from the top. Screwing the clevis back on the recommended 20mm was easy, and then I made a
big mistake. In order to tighten the setscrew on the clevis, I took a wrench and put it between the jaws of the
clevis and tightened the nut with a wrench. Nice and tight, until I felt a sag in the wrenches. Uh-oh. Looking at
the clevis I saw that I had cracked one of the ears. Of course, that brought things to a screeching halt. Don’t

do this; just use a wrench in the normal manner.
Once I replaced the clevis, I was able to complete the cable connection with the pedal still lying on the floor.
Start the pin in while the pedal is on the floor, and then lift the pedal up a bit so you can snap the retaining clip
onto the cable from underneath. I wish I could take a photo, but photos of this just don’t show anything.
In order to give myself enough cable length at the transmission end, I tied the clutch pedal up to the seat belt
guide. Before hooking the cable back up, I adjusted the set bolt to a 1.2mm gap as recommended, and then
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once the cable end was attached, I tightened the cable nuts until the throw-out arm was preloaded to the

point that the gap was now 1mm.
Putting everything back together, under the pedals, I was then able to adjust the clutch pedal stop attached to
the wooden floorboard so that there was 25mm difference between the length of the cable when released
and depressed.
And voila! It was amazing what a difference there was in the pressure needed to depress the clutch. It was so
much easier and the clutch engaged much closer to the floorboard, which makes driving the car smoothly
easier as well.

KUDOS to Richard for submitting a great write-up! …. Editor

**************************************************************************************************

In the next issue we’ll discuss BRAKES, or how to change SPEED to HEAT.
******************************************************************************************
If you have a particular subject you’d like to see addressed in “DIE TECHNISCHEN HINWEISE”, or if you’d like to
submit your own article, just let me know and send me an email at: ryc940@gmail.com
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ALSO SEE THE EVENTS CALENDER ON THE CLUB’S WEBSITE!

AUTOCROSS!!!
These are always a blast and the Club always sets up a fun & challenging course. If you’ve never been to one,
give it a try! And don’t feel intimidated! It is really just for fun and without exception everyone who’s been to
their first one leaves with a huge grin on their face.
Here are the proposed Autocross dates for 2015; they need to be confirmed with Baldwin County
Administration:
February 14
April 18
September 19
November 14
Also: We are attempting to finalize details to have additional Autocross dates at Pace (Florida) High School.
Initial dates may be March 14 or 28. Thanks to Stephen Pearce for working on this.
Remember, we are encouraging everyone to use the Club Registration (www.clubregistration.net) for all
events as this helps with the administration of our club events.
 Who: Sonnenschein Region Porsche Club of America
 What: Autocross
 When: Tentative dates as above. Table opens at 7:00 AM, Drivers' Meeting at 9:00 AM, Track Walk at
9:30 AM
You must be registered and signed in NLT 9:00 AM!
 Where: 22251 Palmer Street, Robertsdale, AL
 Fee: PCA Members $25; Non-Members $35 and payable the day of the event.

OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS:
 January 23-25: Rolex 24 Hours at Daytona
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February 7: Pensacola to Atmore Road Rally (Hosted by the Austin-Healy Club)



April 25: Possible 23rd Annual Pensacola British Car Show (downtown Pensacola)

March 21: Fun Run to lunch and then to Fairhope Arts & Crafts Festival
April 10-12: Inaugural Indy Grand Prix of Louisiana at NOLA Motorsports Park; also will have
Porsche GT3 Cup Challenge USA race as part of the weekend festivities.

EXPERIENCE A “WONDER” AT 2015 PORSCHE PARADE IN FRENCH LICK, INDIANA

One of the 2015 Porsche Parade hotels, the West Baden Springs Hotel, was once known as the “Eighth
Wonder of the World” for its breathtaking six story free-span dome. Today, it is home to the prestigious Pete
Dye Golf Course and has been recognized on the exclusive Conde Nast Traveler’s Gold List.
Save the date for the 2015 Porsche Parade, June 21-27. Not only will we be at a beautiful local this year, we’ll
also be celebrating the PCA’s 60th Anniversary together. You can be assured there will be some must attend
events and surprises for attendees. Porsche fun for the whole family!
More Parade details will be posted on www.pca.org.
For more information on the West Baden Springs Hotel visit www.frenchlick.com.
Our Club plans on having a meeting in January or February with all those members who may be interested in
attending the Parade to discuss what the Parade is all about and why it is such a fun event. This year’s Parade
is reasonably close to us, so it affords an excellent opportunity to experience this event. The meeting will be
particularly helpful for any first-time Parade participants, or those who may be thinking of going but aren’t
sure what it’s all about.
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RENNSPORT REUNION V

It’s official: Rennsport Reunion V will be held at Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca on October 9-11 next year,
according to Porsche Cars North America (PCNA), four years after the fourth installment of the worldrenowned Porsche festival.
Rennsport V is expected to attract hundreds of vintage and modern Porsche race cars, "as well as those who
have designed, engineered, and driven them to victory in the world's most famous sports car races," PCNA
states. Like Rennsports before it, number five will consist of three days of vintage racing, a Concours
d'Elegance, and activities celebrating each of six decades of Porsche race cars — all crash courses of Porsche
history.
Porsche Club of America is an official Rennsport Reunion V partner, so look to our website and social media
channels for official updates and information in the coming year.
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DRIVER’S EDUCATION (DE)
Tired of the daily commute? Then get your Porsche out on the track, where it was meant to be! You must
register online at www.clubregistration.net for PCA sponsored events. Here are upcoming dates for PCA
sponsored DE’s in our area:

Alabama PCA at Barber Motorsports Park: Their next events will be March 7-8 and June 20-21.
Further details are TBD.

Mardi Gras Region PCA at NOLA Motorsports Park: Their next event is February 27 to March 1. This
will be a DE and PCA Club Race. Further details and registration TBD, but should be available early January.

Peachstate PCA at Road Atlanta: Their 2015 events are not yet scheduled at the time of publication;
check their website at http://www.peachstatepca.org for further details.
There are also non-PCA DE events run by private clubs. Here are 3 good sources and the first two clubs also
use Club Registration (www.clubregistration.net):
1. Chin Motorsports. Access their webpage at http://www.chinmotorsports.com/
They have events at local tracks including Barber, NOLA, Road Atlanta, and Sebring. Here are dates for 2015
for their events in our region: NOLA February 21 & 22; Barber April 18 & 19; Road Atlanta May 2 & 3; Road
Atlanta June 13 & 14; Barber July 11 & 12; Road Atlanta August 22 & 23; Barber September 19 & 20; and Road
Atlanta September 26 & 27, October 17 & 18, and November 28 & 29.
2. PBOC Motorsports Club (Porsche BMW Owners Club). Access their webpage at http://pbocflorida.com/
They have events at local tracks including Barber, Road Atlanta, and Sebring. The 2015 schedule is pending.
3. Rezoom Motorsports. Access their webpage at http://www.rezoommotorsports.com/index.html
They have events at Barber, Road Atlanta, Daytona, Roebling Road, Virginia International Raceway (VIR), and
others. They use a different registration site other than Club Registration, which you can access on the
Rezoom website. Here are their dates for 2015: VIR, March 6; Barber, March 28 & 29 and again August 15 &
16; VIR September 18; Road Atlanta, October 9, 10, and 11; Barber, November 14 & 15; and Daytona
December 4, 5, and 6.
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Considering a new Porsche? Or looking for a quality used Porsche? Then consider our Club’s affiliated
Porsche dealer:

For knowledgeable and courteous service choose Dean McCrary Porsche of Mobile! We feature certified sales
professionals and the most highly trained service technicians in the industry, with a commitment to customer
care, which sets us apart. Welcome, and we hope you enjoy your visit – virtual or otherwise!

Enhanced power and performance - The new Porsche 911 Carrera GTS models
From Porsche Cars North America, Atlanta

Porsche has revealed the second generation of 911 Carrera GTS models. The GTS models are available as
coupe and cabriolet versions, with rear-wheel drive or all-wheel drive. These new models bridge the gap
between the 911 Carrera S and racetrack tested 911 GT3.
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Several technical features heighten dynamic performance and driving pleasure, including the 430 horsepower
engine from the Carrera S Powerkit, which incorporates the Sport Chrono package and Sport Exhaust. The
standard PASM active damper system lowers the ride height by 10 mm compared to the 911 Carrera.
When equipped with PDK (Porsche Doppelkupplung dual-clutch transmission), the 911 Carrera GTS sprints
from zero to 60 miles per hour in 3.8 seconds (Cabriolet: 4.0 seconds) –which is one-tenth of a second faster
than the S model. Top track speeds for the GTS models range from 187 to 190 miles per hour, depending on
drivetrain and transmission. Despite quicker acceleration and higher top speeds, the GTS versions retain a
similar level of efficiency as the 911 Carrera S models.
Added performance and an extended range of standard features make the new models attractive in price as
well. Standard equipment includes Bi-Xenon™ headlights with the Porsche Dynamic Light System (PDLS) and
the Sport exhaust system, which delivers an unmistakable GTS sound. The Alcantara® interior features leathertrimmed sport seats with center panels made of made of Alcantara® – a traditional feature of all Porsche GTS
models.
The exterior of the new GTS models differs significantly from the other Carrera variants. All GTS versions are
based on the 911 Carrera 4 body with flared rear wheel arches and a wider track.
Also standard are 20-inch center lock wheels, painted in an exclusive gloss black. Special trim elements and
tinted Bi-Xenon™ headlights accentuate the front end, while black trim strips on the customized GTS air intake
and black chrome-plated exhaust tailpipes distinguish the rear of the Carrera GTS models.
With the addition of the new GTS models, the 911 family now consists of nineteen sports cars that range from
350 to 560 hp. MSRP for the 911 Carrera GTS starts at $114,200, while the 911 Carrera GTS Cabriolet starts at
$126,100. The 911 Carrera 4 GTS will have an MSRP of $120,900 in Coupe and $132,800 in Cabriolet form. A
destination charge of $995 is not included in the MSRP. The four models will be available at U.S. dealers by the
end of 2014.

Editor’s Note:
Remember, this is YOUR Newsletter and YOUR Club! Any and all submissions are heartily
welcomed for inclusion! Whether it is one paragraph, or your first novella, send it in to me.
And send your photos, too! And if you’d like to see another section to the Newsletter, or
have any other suggestions, let me know.
My email is: ryc940@gmail.com
Thanks!
Roger Gilmore
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YOUR PERIODIC PHENOMENAL PORSCHE
PICTURES, “YOUR P4”
Recent photos, below, of action at Sao Paulo, Brazil, FIA World Endurance Championship 6 Hours of Sao Paulo
on November 30, 2014. That’s the overall winner #14 Porsche 919 Hybrid and the second place winner in GTE
Pro category #92 Porsche 911 (991) RSR in the first photo. In the second photo, it’s the #14 919 again
alongside the #20 919, which would unfortunately go on and have a horrific shunt later in the race, with Mark
Webber at the helm; he was not seriously injured, thankfully.
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And until the next time, remember: “PTINS” (as below)…Editor
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